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Upcoming Events:
New Year’s Run Weekend
Dec 31-Jan1
Business Meeting/Work Day
Jan 7
Monthly Run Day
Jan 21

No President’s Message

Please keep Dan Waston and his family in
your thoughts as we have just learned that
his mother has passed away.

members who made contributions to this
project.

The #1 Hydraulic Lift Project:
Ron Newlon

I started a project some months ago
to correct a problem with the #1 lift which
centered on the inability of the lift to hold
a load at a desired height. The problem was
identified as fluid getting past the piston rings
in the hydraulic actuator. To solve the problem, I setup a project to solicit funds from
CSME club members to pay for a new actuator plus the shipping expenses. The plan was
to have ten to fifteen members contribute
about $25 each to the project. As time went
by, I received contributions from only three
members and the amount fell well short of
the required amount. I decided to purchase
the actuator anyway.
A few days ago, Mary and I dismantled
the #1 lift on a wet winter day and replaced
the old actuator with a brand-new unit. The
#1 lift was reassembled and tested. Even
though the funding plan made perfectly
good sense to me, the plan failed to meet my
expectations. I would like to thank the club

It is election time for the CSME officers this year.
Elections will take place at our annual meeting in
April. We are looking for candidates for all positions,
President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer

ALL THE LIVE-LONG DAY
by Jeff Benton

The Work Day this last November was pretty neat. Many folks showed up and pitched
in around the railroad. Me, I just went
around taking photographs. Nothing like it!
Soon enough I realized another analogy between ride-on model railroading and
full-sized railroading. Late in the year, while
the vocational folks are preparing for snow
removal, the model enthusiasts are getting
down to leaf removal. And so it was this day.
The force was assembled and nature was
confronted. Then technical difficulties set

in... same as with the big guys.
After much prior maintenance and minor
modification, the rail-borne leaf-blower was
hitched up and swung into battle. Have a look at
this mighty machine at work in the photos. Things
went great until Engine 9185 got some leaves stuck
in its trucks. Then it was off to the repair bay for
inspection and cleaning.

Not far from the shop, a log-splitter had been set up
and put to good use. Jeff was working this machine
with Al and Dale taking away the split logs. That’s a
lot of fire wood there!

Meanwhile the remaining leaf force, undaunted,
continued with energy and enthusiasm. This crew
included Barry, Gee, Deb, and Al. I got photos of
most of them, as you can see. There may be some
others I missed. Back on the RIP track, repairs proceeded.

Engine 9185 was set aside and No. 1025 was rallied
to the cause but the coupler on the front of 1025
was broken. Paul set about fixing it. Instead of
lifting the body off of the frame
to replace the coupler, the shop
force decided to simply replace
the missing knuckle. Accompanying photos show progress and
result.

Far away from the noisy industry about the Eagle
Point yard, a few others quietly applied themselves
to tasks at the roundhouse. Dan attached walk-way
boards to the ends of the stall tracks. Ginger also
toiled in the area. Engine 4396, shown in the photos, was eventually towed to a loading ramp.

There were certainly others there. Additional photos are on the “Event Photos” page on the web site.
A detail in one photo implies that Steve was laboring
on signals. My apologies to those I missed. Working
that shutter really takes a toll!

News of the Past:
5 years ago: Last Work Day of the 2017 Year!
A few of our members thought that one last work/run weekend of the year
was due. On the weekend of December 30th and 31st, there was a small work
party our working on track and running trains. Despite the cold, track panels were
made and put on the ground and general clean up happened.
10 years ago: Run Away Trains
Another run away loco event at the Christmas run day prompted the engineer, Charlie
Vlk, to suggest a reminder article be shared with all. His incident is not new and, unfortunately, not that uncommon. If you are in this hobby long enough, you have a good chance
of experiencing a runaway car or worse loco.
15 yrs ago: Safety First
Ever since the passenger station was set up, we have been trying to keep people
from walking on the track between the crossing and station platform. Beyond the obvious
safety reasons, most people were unconsciously stepping directly on the switch points
close to the crossing. A walkway was established to encourage people to stay off, but it
came out eight feet further from the crossing so people walked the track as a shortcut. After
an incident where a member accidentally hit his head on the signal bridge, it was obvious a
change was necessary.
The walkway was relocated in December so that it now parallels the track with a
low fence between the track and walkway. It now takes about “one” extra step to reach the
walkway and avoid walking on the track and switch points. ...
The suggestion of having the Gnomes whack the kneecaps of people walking on the
tracks was also rejected when the Gnomes seemed a little too eager to help out.…
20 yrs ago: CSME OFFICER CANDIDATES NEEDED FOR 2003
Our bylaws require that we notify the membership in early January that nominations
for 2003 officers are requested. Please be thinking about who you would like to see handling the business aspects of the club in the coming years (position is for two years, per the
bylaws). Positions to be voted on in March will be President, Vice President, Treasurer, and
Secretary.
25 yrs ago: First Meeting For Chattanooga Boiler Boys
Thanks to Andy Morrison, Chattanooga is on its way to having a Live Steam Club of its own.
After the October 15th meeting at Andy and Ginger Morrison’s home, it was clear that there
is indeed great potential for a club in the area.Attendance was good for the first meeting.
Attendees came as far away as Calhoun Georgia and Knoxville Tennessee. Although most
of the interest was in steam locomotives there were other interests including steam boats
and cars.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS have started. Please remember that you are required to fill out
a membership form every year. Your membership is not complete without this form filled out
in its entirety. Due date for renewals is January 31st.

